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A Study Guide for Lois Lowry's The Giver
Strange changes are taking place in Village. As one of
the few people able to travel through the dangerous
Forest, Matty must deliver the message that Village
will soon be closed to outsiders. But Forest has
become hostile to Matty as well, and he is armed only
with an emerging power he cannot yet explain or
understand. Messenger is the masterful third novel in
Lois Lowry's bestselling Giver Quartet, which includes
The Giver, Gathering Blue, and Son. Trouble is
brewing in Village. Once a utopian community that
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prided itself on welcoming strangers, Village will soon
be cut off to all outsiders. As one of the few able to
traverse the forbidding Forest, Matty must deliver the
message of Village's closing and try to convince
Seer's daughter Kira to return with him before it's too
late. But Forest is now hostile to Matty as well. Now
he must risk everything to fight his way through it,
armed only with an emerging power he cannot yet
explain or understand. Messenger is the masterful
third novel in Lois Lowry's Giver Quartet, which
includes The Giver, Gathering Blue, and Son.

The Giver (Graphic Novel)
Princess Patricia Priscilla is bored with her royal life
and the excitement surrounding her sixteenth
birthday ball. Doomed to endure courtship by three
grotesquely unappealing noblemen, she escapes her
fate—for a week. Disguised as a peasant, she attends
the village school as the smart new girl, “Pat,” and
attracts friends and the attention of the handsome
schoolmaster. Disgusting suitors, lovable peasants,
and the clueless king and queen collide at the ball,
where Princess Patricia Priscilla calls the shots. What
began as a cure for boredom becomes a chance for
Princess Patricia Priscilla to break the rules and marry
the man she loves.

The Hate U Give
The Peacock Emporium
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A REESE
WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB PICK
USA Today's top 100 books to read while stuck at
home social distancing “I’ve been a huge Jojo Moyes
fan. Her characters are so compelling. . . It’s such a
great narrative about personal strength and really
captures how books bring communities together.”
–Reese Witherspoon From the author of Me Before
You, set in Depression-era America, a breathtaking
story of five extraordinary women and their
remarkable journey through the mountains of
Kentucky and beyond. Alice Wright marries handsome
American Bennett Van Cleve hoping to escape her
stifling life in England. But small-town Kentucky
quickly proves equally claustrophobic, especially
living alongside her overbearing father-in-law. So
when a call goes out for a team of women to deliver
books as part of Eleanor Roosevelt’s new traveling
library, Alice signs on enthusiastically. The leader, and
soon Alice's greatest ally, is Margery, a smart-talking,
self-sufficient woman who's never asked a man's
permission for anything. They will be joined by three
other singular women who become known as the
Packhorse Librarians of Kentucky. What happens to
them--and to the men they love--becomes an
unforgettable drama of loyalty, justice, humanity and
passion. These heroic women refuse to be cowed by
men or by convention. And though they face all kinds
of dangers in a landscape that is at times
breathtakingly beautiful, at others brutal, they’re
committed to their job: bringing books to people who
have never had any, arming them with facts that will
change their lives. Based on a true story rooted in
America’s past, The Giver of Stars is unparalleled in
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its scope and epic in its storytelling. Funny,
heartbreaking, enthralling, it is destined to become a
modern classic--a richly rewarding novel of women’s
friendship, of true love, and of what happens when we
reach beyond our grasp for the great beyond. SOON
TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE!

Son
They called her Water Claire. When she washed up on
their shore, no one knew that she came from a
society where emotions and colors didn’t exist. That
she had become a Vessel at age thirteen. That she
had carried a Product at age fourteen. That it had
been stolen from her body. Claire had a son. But what
became of him she never knew. What was his name?
Was he even alive? She was supposed to forget him,
but that was impossible. Now Claire will stop at
nothing to find her child, even if it means making an
unimaginable sacrifice. Son thrusts readers once
again into the chilling world of the Newbery Medal
winning book, The Giver, as well as Gathering Blue
and Messenger where a new hero emerges. In this
thrilling series finale, the startling and long-awaited
conclusion to Lois Lowry’s epic tale culminates in a
final clash between good and evil.

Paris for One and Other Stories
Now a major motion picture starring Jeff Bridges,
Meryl Streep, Katie Holmes, Taylor Swift, Alexander
Skarsgard, and Brenton Thwaites This first-ever Lois
Lowry single-volume collection includes unabridged
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editions of the Newbery Medal–winning The Giver,
Gathering Blue, Messenger, and Son. Lois Lowry's
groundbreaking dystopian series comes alive in a
single volume. An affordable addition to the shelves
of teen fans and collectors alike.

Tuck Everlasting
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN—AND RUSH
REVERE, LIBERTY THE HORSE, AND THE TIMETRAVELING CREW ARE READY TO RIDE INTO THE
ACTION! Join us on this incredible time-travel
adventure! Liberty, my wisecracking horse, our old
friends Cam, Tommy, Freedom, and I are off to meet
some super-brave soldiers in the year 1775. Yep,
that’s right. We’ll be visiting with the underdog heroes
who fought for American independence, against all
odds—and won! But not before eight very real years
of danger and uncertainty. Be a part of Rush Revere’s
crew as we rush, rush, rush into a time when British
rule had become a royal pain, and rebellion was in the
air. We’ll be on hand to see two lanterns hung in the
Old North Church, prevent a British spy from
capturing Paul Revere, and grapple with danger at the
battles of Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill. The
extra special part of this trip is that right here in the
twenty-first century, Cam’s dad is a soldier fighting in
Afghanistan, and Cam has been pretty angry that he
is away. Visiting with exceptional American heroes
like Dr. Joseph Warren and George Washington, racing
along after Paul Revere on his midnight ride, and
seeing the Declaration of Independence signed make
Cam see his own dad in a new and special way. But
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don’t worry. Along with the danger, excitement, and
patriotism, there will still be time to stop for a
delicious spinach, oats, and alfalfa smoothie. No,
wait—that one’s for Liberty. The kids and I voted for
strawberries. Now let’s open the magic portal to the
past!

The Giver
In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we
divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In
every chapter, we include Before You Read and After
You Read questions. The Before You Read activities
prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for
reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections
between what they know and what they will learn.
The After You Read activities check students'
comprehension and extend their learning. Students
are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text
through creative and evaluative short-answer
questions and journal prompts. Also included are
writing tasks, graphic organizers, comprehension
quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further
develop students' critical thinking and writing skills,
and analysis of the text. About the Novel: The Giver is
a Newbery Medal winning story about a child named
Jonas who lives in a futuristic society in which
everything is managed and controlled, eliminating
hatred, hunger, war, love, families and personal
decisions. When Jonas is assigned the task of
becoming the next Receiver of Memory, the Giver
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transmits memories of a past world where hatred, war
and love existed, revealing the truth to the young
boy. Jonas soon realizes the horrors of his “perfect”
society. Through the memories imparted to him from
the Giver, Jonas also learns of an alternative, better
world. The Giver and Jonas come to the realization
that for the good of the community, these memories
must be transferred to the entire community. In order
to do this, Jonas and the Giver must leave — the Giver
through death, and Jonas through escape. All of our
content is aligned to your State Standards and are
written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

The Giver by Lois Lowry : a Novel Study
Guide
Activities to be used in the classroom to accompany
the reading of The Giver by Lois Lowry.

Gathering Blue
Critically acclaimed when it was first published, Tuck
Everlasting has become a much-loved, well-studied
modern-day classic. This anniversary edition features
an in-depth interview conducted by Betsy Hearne in
which Natalie Babbitt takes a look at Tuck Everlasting
twenty-five years later. What if you could live forever?
Is eternal life a blessing or a curse? That is what
young Winnie Foster must decide when she discovers
a spring on her family’s property whose waters grant
immortality. Members of the Tuck family, having
drunk from the spring, tell Winnie of their experiences
watching life go by and never growing older. But then
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Winnie must decide whether or not to keep the Tucks’
secret—and whether or not to join them on their
never-ending journey. Praise for Tuck Everlasting by
Natalie Babbitt: “A fearsome and beautifully written
book that can't be put down or forgotten.” —The New
York Times “Exciting and excellently written.” —The
New York Times Book Review “With its serious
intentions and light touch the story is, like the Tucks,
timeless.” —Chicago Sun-Times “Probably the best
work of our best children's novelist.” —Harper's
“Natalie Babbitt's great skill is spinning fantasy with
the lilt and sense of timeless wisdom of the old fairy
tales. . . . It lingers on, haunting your waking hours,
making you ponder.” —The Boston Globe “This book
is as shapely, crisp, sweet, and tangy as a summerripe pear.” —Entertainment Weekly This title has
Common Core connections.

My Utmost for His Highest Classic Edition
8 starred reviews ∙ Goodreads Choice Awards Best of
the Best ∙ William C. Morris Award Winner ∙ National
Book Award Longlist ∙ Printz Honor Book ∙ Coretta
Scott King Honor Book ∙ #1 New York Times
Bestseller! "Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds
"Stunning." —John Green "This story is necessary.
This story is important." —Kirkus (starred review)
"Heartbreakingly topical." —Publishers Weekly
(starred review) "A marvel of verisimilitude."
—Booklist (starred review) "A powerful, in-your-face
novel." —Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old
Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor
neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban
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prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between
these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the
fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the
hands of a police officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon
afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are
calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a
gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in
Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try
to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone
wants to know is: what really went down that night?
And the only person alive who can answer that is
Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say could
upend her community. It could also endanger her life.
And don't miss On the Come Up, Angie Thomas's
powerful follow-up to The Hate U Give.

The Giver (Study Guide)
In this retelling of the Indian fable, seven blind mice
discover different parts of an elephant and argue
about its appearance. This Caldecott Honor book is in
a board book format for the first time. Full color.

The Giver
An early work from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of The Giver of Stars, Jojo Moyes, the story of a
young woman who opens an eclectic shop and comes
to terms with the secrets of her past. In the sixties,
Athene Forster was the most glamorous girl of her
generation. Nicknamed the Last Deb, she was also
beautiful, spoiled, and out of control. When she
agreed to marry the gorgeous young heir Douglas
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Fairley-Hulme, her parents breathed a sigh of relief.
But within two years, rumors had begun to circulate
about Athene's affair with a young salesman. Thirtyfive years later, Suzanna Peacock is struggling with
her notorious mother's legacy. The only place
Suzanna finds comfort is in The Peacock Emporium,
the beautiful coffee bar and shop she opens that soon
enchants her little town. There she makes perhaps
the first real friends of her life, including Alejandro, a
male midwife, escaping his own ghosts in Argentina.
The specter of her mother still haunts Suzanna. But
only by confronting both her family and her innermost
self will she finally reckon with the past--and discover
that the key to her history, and her happiness, may
have been in front of her all along.

Summary - the Giver
A literature unit for use with "The Giver," featuring
sample lesson plans, pre- and post-reading activities,
a biographical sketch of the author, a book summary,
vocabulary lists and activities, chapter study guides
with quizzes and projects, book report and research
ideas, and options for unit tests.

Phantastes
Phantastes : A Faerie Romance for Men and Women
by George MacDonald, first published in 1858, is a
rare manuscript, the original residing in one of the
great libraries of the world. This book is a
reproduction of that original, which has been scanned
and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing tools for
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better readability and enhanced appreciation.
Restoration Editors' mission is to bring long out of
print manuscripts back to life. Some smudges,
annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to
permanent damage to the original work. We believe
the literary significance of the text justifies offering
this reproduction, allowing a new generation to
appreciate it.

The Messenger by Lois Lowry
A Study Guide for "The Giver" (lit-to-film), excerpted
from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students.This
concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much
more. For any literature project, trust Novels for
Students for all of your research needs.

The Birthday Ball
A Newbery Honor Book that the New York Times
called "an eerie delight," The Wish Giver is an
engaging literary folk story about those who get what
they wish for—whether they want it or not. The
people of Coven Tree are no strangers to magic. In
fact, the town's very name comes from a gnarled old
tree where covens of witches used to gather. Even
now, imps and fiends continue to appear, frightening
the townsfolk with their devilish pranks. Usually these
creatures are easy to spot. They have a particular
smell, or sound, or way of moving, that betrays their
dark nature. But Thaddeus Blinn showed none of
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these signs when he came to Coven Tree. He was just
a funny little man who drifted into town with a
strange tale about being able to give people whatever
they wished—for only fifty cents. There was nothing
scary about him. At least, not until the wishing began

The Wish Giver
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Giver of Stars, a sweeping bestseller of love and
loss, deftly weaving two journeys from World War I
France to present day London. Paris, World War I.
Sophie Lefèvre must keep her family safe while her
adored husband, Édouard, fights at the front. When
their town falls to the Germans, Sophie is forced to
serve them every evening at her hotel. From the
moment the new Kommandant sets eyes on Sophie’s
portrait—painted by her artist husband—a dangerous
obsession is born. Almost a century later in London,
Sophie’s portrait hangs in the home of Liv Halston, a
wedding gift from her young husband before his
sudden death. After a chance encounter reveals the
portrait’s true worth, a battle begins over its troubled
history and Liv’s world is turned upside all over again.

The City of God
After the transformative six months spent with Will
Traynor. Louisa Clark is struggling without him. When
an accident forces Lou to return home to her family,
she cannot help but feel she is right back where she
started. Her body heals, but Lou knows that she
needs to be kick-started back to life.
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The Giver Quartet Omnibus
Look out for Jojo’s new book, Paris for One and Other
Stories, available now. One single mom. One chaotic
family. One quirky stranger. One irresistible love story
from the#1 New York Times bestselling author of Me
Before You and After You. American audiences have
fallen in love with Jojo Moyes. Ever since she debuted
Stateside she has captivated readers and reviewers
alike, and hit the New York Times bestseller list with
the word-of-mouth sensation Me Before You. Now,
with One Plus One, she’s written another
contemporary opposites-attract love story. Suppose
your life sucks. A lot. Your husband has done a
vanishing act, your teenage stepson is being bullied,
and your math whiz daughter has a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity that you can’t afford to pay for. That’s
Jess’s life in a nutshell—until an unexpected knight in
shining armor offers to rescue them. Only Jess’s
knight turns out to be Geeky Ed, the obnoxious tech
millionaire whose vacation home she happens to
clean. But Ed has big problems of his own, and driving
the dysfunctional family to the Math Olympiad feels
like his first unselfish act in ages . . . maybe ever. One
Plus One is Jojo Moyes at her astounding best. You’ll
laugh, you’ll weep, and when you flip the last page,
you’ll want to start all over again. From the Hardcover
edition.

The Giver - Teacher Guide
A Complete Summary of The Giver. The Giver is a
novel written by award-winning author Lois Lowry
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which was published in 1993. Before publishing The
Giver, she won a Newbery Medal for her novel
Number the Stars. The Giver also earned her a
Newbery Medal because of its themes and fame. The
Giver is a story of a brilliant boy named Jonas who
happens to live in a society that is being controlled by
the rules and tradition of The Elders. Through his
wisdom and mannerism, Jonas is selected as the
Receiver of Memory, a post that distinguishes him
from others and gives him authority. He follows the
rules and receives wisdom in the form of memories,
but soon becomes upset with the rules. He is shocked
at the killing of babies and others. Jonas, finally,
wants to get rid of this society and saves the baby
that is being released or killed by his father. The two
go to Elsewhere to in search of freedom, hope, life
and colors. You will definitely enjoy this beautifully
plotted novel. The depth of characterization will
occupy your mind till you finish this artistic narration.
Here Is A Preview Of What You Will Get: In The Giver,
you will get a summarized version of the book. In The
Giver, you will find the book analyzed to further
strengthen your knowledge. In The Giver, you will get
some fun multiple choice quizzes, along with answers
to help you learn about the book. Get a copy, and
learn everything about The Giver.

Anastasia Krupnik
The perfect companion to Lois Lowry's "The Giver,"
this study guide contains a chapter by chapter
analysis of the book, a summary of the plot, and a
guide to major characters and themes. BookCap
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Study Guides do not contain text from the actual
book, and are not meant to be purchased as
alternatives to reading the book. We all need
refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a
student trying to cram for that big final, or someone
just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can
help. We are a small, but growing company, and are
adding titles every month.

A Guide for Using The Giver in the
Classroom
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy
approaches the time when he will receive a life
assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads
him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who
reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.

Still Me
Where can readers turn to deepen their love and
understanding of God? In the well-loved devotional My
Utmost for His Highest, author Oswald Chambers
offers inspiring thoughts that have encouraged
millions of readers for many years. This classic
language edition provides thought-provoking
meditations to cultivate a closer walk with God.
Readers can gain a fresh perspective on how to grow
in faith as they discover more about God and their
relationship with Him.

The Giver of Stars
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Causing mass hysteria as listeners of its 1938 radio
broadcast believed a Martian invasion of Earth really
was taking place, H. G. Wells' The War of the Worlds
is perhaps the most famous novel of its genre. This
1898 story has spawned films, radio and television
series and comic-book adaptions, and its popularity
endures today.

If You Were Here
Use Novel-Ties ® study guides as your total guided
reading program. Reproducible pages in chapter-bychapter format provide you with the right questions to
ask, the important issues to discuss, and the
organizational aids that help students get the most
out of each book they read.

A Summer to Die
The Giver is a modern classic and one of the most
influential books of our time. Now in graphic novel
format, Lois Lowry’s Newbery Medal–winning classic
story of a young boy discovering the dark secrets
behind his seemingly ideal world is accompanied by
renowned artist P. Craig Russell’s beautifully haunting
illustrations. Placed on countless reading lists,
translated into more than forty languages, and made
into a feature film, The Giver is the first book in The
Giver Quartet that also includes Gathering Blue,
Messenger, and Son. In this new graphic novel
edition, readers experience the haunting story of
twelve-year-old Jonas and his seemingly ideal, if
colorless, world of conformity and contentment,
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through the brilliant art of P. Craig Russell that truly
brings The Giver to life. Witness Jonas's assignment
as the Receiver of Memory, watch as he begins to
understand the dark secrets behind his fragile
community, and follow the explosion of color into his
world like never before.

One Plus One
Anastasia's tenth year has some good things, like
falling in love and really getting to know her
grandmother, and some bad things, like finding out
about an impending baby brother.

The Outsiders
From the New York Times bestselling author of The
Giver of Stars, discover the love story that captured
over 20 million hearts in Me Before You, After You,
and Still Me. Louisa Clark arrives in New York ready to
start a new life, confident that she can embrace this
new adventure and keep her relationship with
Ambulance Sam alive across several thousand miles.
She steps into the world of the superrich, working for
Leonard Gopnik and his much younger second wife,
Agnes. Lou is determined to get the most out of the
experience and throws herself into her new job and
New York life. As she begins to mix in New York high
society, Lou meets Joshua Ryan, a man who brings
with him a whisper of her past. Before long, Lou finds
herself torn between Fifth Avenue where she works
and the treasure-filled vintage clothing store where
she actually feels at home. And when matters come
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to a head, she has to ask herself: Who is Louisa Clark?
And how do you find the courage to follow your
heart--wherever that may lead? Funny, romantic, and
poignant, Still Me follows Lou as she discovers who
she is and who she was always meant to be--and
learns to live boldly in her brave new world.

The Giver - Literature Kit Gr. 5-6
Lois Lowry once again creates a mysterious but
plausible future world. It is a society ruled by
savagery and deceit that shuns and discards the
weak. Left orphaned and physically flawed, young
Kira faces a frightening, uncertain future. Blessed with
an almost magical talent that keeps her alive, she
struggles with ever broadening responsibilities in her
quest for truth, discovering things that will change her
life forever. As she did in THE GIVER, Lowry
challenges readers to imagine what our world could
become, how people could evolve, and what could be
considered valuable. Every reader will be taken by
Kira’s plight and will long ponder her haunting world
and the hope for the future.

Rush Revere and the American
Revolution
Encourage students to make connections in history
concerning social classes and divisions in societies
while becoming familiar with this well-known novel by
completing fun, challenging activities and lessons
provided in this instructional guide for literature.
These appealing and rigorous cross-curricular lessons
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and activities work in conjunction with the text to
teach students how to analyze and comprehend rich,
complex literature. Everything you need is packed
into this guide that is the perfect tool to teach
students how to analyze story elements in multiple
ways, practice close reading and text-based
vocabulary, determine meaning through textdependent questions, and more. This is the perfect
way to add rigor to your students' explorations of rich,
complex literature.

Seven Blind Mice
A Study Guide for Lois Lowry's "The Giver," excerpted
from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students.This
concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much
more. For any literature project, trust Novels for
Students for all of your research needs.

Side by Side
‘If You Were Here is a moving and emotional story
about facing a life-altering dilemma head-on and
summoning the courage to cope with it' JILL MANSELL
'A beautiful story about living life to the fullest and
having the courage to overcome adversity' PAIGE
TOON When her daughter Beth dies suddenly, Peggy
Andrews is left to pick up the pieces and take care of
her granddaughter Flo. But sorting through Beth’s
things reveals a secret never told: Beth was sick, with
the same genetic condition that claimed her father’s
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life, and now Peggy must decide whether to keep the
secret or risk destroying her granddaughter’s world.
Five years later, Flo is engaged and moving to New
York with her fiancé. Peggy never told her what she
discovered, but with Flo looking towards her future,
Peggy realises it’s time to come clean and reveal that
her granddaughter’s life might also be at risk. As Flo
struggles to decide her own path, she is faced with
the same life-altering questions her mother asked
herself years before: if a test could decide your
future, would you take it? An emotional, inspiring and
uplifting novel, IF YOU WERE HERE will break your
heart and put it back together again. The brand new
novel from the acclaimed author of A Song for
Tomorrow, perfect for fans of Hannah Beckerman,
Dani Atkins and Jill Mansell EVERYONE is talking about
If You Were Here: 'A moving, beautifully written
emotional roller coaster of a book that is utterly
absorbing' Heat 'If You Were Here is a powerful,
moving and well researched multi-generational tale
filled with characters you really care about and who
will stay with you long after you read the final page. A
must read!' MIKE GAYLE, bestselling author of The
Man I Think I Know 'The decision to live in blissful
ignorance or face reality head-on is at the emotional
core of this beautifully written tale' WOMAN ‘A
compelling story about family love at its most
complicated. Alice has created characters with real
warmth and heart, who take on a life of their own and
will go on existing in readers' heads long after the last
page has been turned’ DAISY BUCHANAN ‘A
courageous story, beautifully told, full of hope and
heart. I was invested from the very first page’ HEIDI
SWAIN 'An emotional, thought-provoking romance
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told with compassion and hope’ My Weekly 'A
gorgeous book. Life-affirming, clever and packed full
of emotion’ ANSTEY HARRIS, bestselling author of The
Truths and Triumphs of Grace Atherton ‘A thoughtprovoking, beautiful book’ Fabulous 'Alice
demonstrates yet again a remarkable ability to open
up her readers' hearts and draw us into her story as if
it were our own. I loved it' KATE FURNIVALL ‘Full of
heart-warming characters, it’ll make you think about
how much you want to know about your future’ Prima
’Stunning and captivating’ KATIE MARSH, bestselling
author of This Beautiful Life

Messenger
Reproducible Reading Study Guides that give
students the background and support they need to
understand and enjoy literature. With these reading
guides, your students will practice reading
comprehension skills, sharpen their vocabulary and
learn to identify literary elements.

The War of the Worlds
Thirteen-year-old Meg envies her sister Molly's beauty
and popularity, and these feelings make it difficult for
her to cope with Molly's illness and death.

CliffsNotes on Lowry's The Giver
From the New York Times bestselling author of The
Giver of Stars, Paris for One and Other Stories is an
irresistibly romantic collection filled with humor and
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heart. “A vicarious jolt of Parisian romance. . .
Delightful.” –People Magazine "An old-fashioned, feelgood love story. . . It’s as if Moyes has booked a
vacation and is taking us along. To Paris. Amour!”
–USA Today “Dreamy escapism, a book you can curl
up with and easily finish over a weekend, with or
without a glass of wine.” –Miami Herald Nell is twentysix and has never been to Paris. She's never even
been on a romantic weekend away—to
anywhere—before. Traveling abroad isn't really her
thing. But when Nell's boyfriend fails to show up for
their mini-vacation, she has the opportunity to prove
everyone—including herself—wrong. Alone in Paris,
Nell finds a version of herself she never knew existed:
independent and intrepid. Could this turn out to be
the most adventurous weekend of her life? Funny,
charming, and irresistible, "Paris for One" is
quintessential Jojo Moyes—as are the other stories
that round out the collection.

Gathering Blue
This study guide provides a reading guide,
vocabulary, and critical thinking questions for "The
Messenger". You have permission to copy the book
and its pages for your students.

A Study Guide for "The Giver" (lit-to-film)
The original CliffsNotes study guides offer a look into
key elements and ideas within classic works of
literature. CliffsNotes on The Giver explores a world in
which disease, hunger, poverty, war, and lasting pain
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simply don’t exist. The members of this utopia have
given up all human emotions and memories to live in
a state of Sameness. Following the story of a 12-yearold boy who recognizes the hypocrisy of his
community’s “social order” – and who crafts a way to
free everyone from the bane of Sameness, this study
guide provides summaries and critical commentaries
for each chapter within the novel. Other features that
help you figure out this important work include
Personal background on the author, Lois Lowry
Introduction to and synopsis of the book Character
descriptions Critical essays on the author’s themes,
style, language, and more Review section that
features interactive questions and suggested essay
topics Selected bibliography and list of critical works
Classic literature or modern-day treasure — you'll
understand it all with expert information and insight
from CliffsNotes study guides.

The Girl You Left Behind
Practical Guidance for Loving Others Well Everyone
needs help from time to time, especially in the midst
of painful circumstances and difficult trials. In this
short book, a highly respected biblical counselor and
successful author offers practical guidance for all
Christians—pastors and laypeople alike—who want to
develop their “helping skills” when it comes to
walking alongside hurting people. Written out of the
conviction that friends are the best helpers, this
accessible introduction to biblical counseling will
equip believers to share their burdens with one
another through gentle words of wisdom and kind
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acts of love. This book is written for those eager to
see God use ordinary relationships and conversations
between ordinary Christians to work extraordinary
miracles in the lives of his people.

After You
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